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Center on Capital & Social Equity - www.inequalityink.org
News, Events & Opinions – Sept. 11 – Oct. 8, 2022
__________

Center on Capital & Social Equity work on Social
Security and retirement savings (updated September 2022)
Note: Congress is still working on the Secure Act II

__________

China: Totalitarianism’s Long Shadow - Minxin Pei/Journal
of Democracy
_____

What the West is still getting wrong about the rise of Xi Jinping - WaPost
__________

Global Estimates of Modern Slavery: Forced Labour and Forced Marriage ILO/IOM
__________

Life and Fate: The Soviet novel 'too dangerous to read' - BBC
__________

The Crushing of American Socialism - LAP
"The Never-Ending Impact of a Forgotten Blitzkrieg Against the American
Left"
_____
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Battle of Blair Mountain - Wiki
__________

Google Contractors Allege They Were Fired for Union Ties - Bloomberg
•
•

Union files complaints with National Labor Relations Board
Labor groups have sought inroads at big tech companies
__________

Source: NY Post article

Income Inequality in America Hasn’t Risen in a Decade. It
May Not Feel Like It - TIME
Research paper: Rapid wage growth at the bottom has offset rising US inequality
- PNAS
Working class blues: Less inequality is fine - but don't always help pay the bills...

More Workers Find Their Wages Falling Even Further Behind Inflation Dallas Fed
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"Unparalleled Period of Declining Real Wages
"Despite the stronger wage growth due to the tightness of the labor market, a
majority of workers are finding their wages falling even further behind inflation.
For workers who experienced a decline in their real wage in second quarter 2022,
the median decline was 8.6 percent.
"While the past 25 years have witnessed episodes that show either a greater
incidence or larger magnitude of real wage declines, the current time period is
unparalleled in terms of the challenge employed workers face."
_____

Why Policymakers Overlook Profits as the Source of Inflation - LAP
__________
Nobel Prize in Literature Is Awarded to Annie Ernaux - NYT
"Ernaux promises to keep writing. 'To receive the Nobel Prize is, for me, a
responsibility to continue,' she said, 'and to be open not only to the problems that
I mentioned but to the course of the world, to the desire for peace that has always
driven me.' She also highlighted her politics: 'Speaking from my condition as a
woman,' she said, 'it does not seem to me that we, women, have become equal in
freedom, in power.'"
__________

Newsom signs bill making family leave affordable to more
workers - CalMatters
"The bill increases leave payments to 90% of paychecks for lower-income
workers in 2025, so more of them can afford time off for maternity leave or to
care for ill family members."
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The Golden State makes its family leave program -- financed by pooled worker
payroll taxes -- more progressive. Have low-wage workers been subsidizing
higher-paid? More distributional analysis is needed before this goes national.
_____

Low-wage Californians can’t afford to take family leave — this vetoed (2021)
bill sought to help - CalMatters
_____

Income Inequality in California - PPIC
"Income inequality is a major concern in California.
•

•
•

•

The gap between high- and low-income families in California is among the
largest in the nation—exceeding all but four other states in 2020. Families
at the top of the income distribution earned 11 times more than families at
the bottom ($270,000 vs. $25,000 for the 90th and 10th percentiles,
respectively).
Income inequality has increased over time. In 1980 families at the top of
the income distribution earned seven times more than those at the bottom.
California’s income distribution reflects high rates of poverty. Income is
frequently not enough to meet basic needs (on average a family of four
requires about $36,000). Families in the bottom third of the income
distribution are at risk of poverty absent major safety net programs.
Wealth is more unevenly distributed than income. In California, 20% of
all net worth is concentrated in the 30 wealthiest zip codes, home to just
2% of Californians."
__________

The Goliath in the Room: How the False Assumption of Equal
Worker–Employer Power Undercuts Workplace Protections Journal of Law and Political Economy
__________
Have Almost Fifty Years Of Disability Civil Rights Laws Achieved Equitable
Care? - HealthAffairs
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"For nearly fifty years disability civil rights laws have failed to achieve equitable
health and health care for Americans with disabilities. Solutions exist to address
many inequities. However, remedies have not been widely or reliably
implemented, thus perpetuating substandard care and worse health outcomes for
people with disabilities. It is therefore critical to reinvigorate societal
commitments to upholding the dignity and rights of disabled people—a minority
group that anyone can join in a flash."
__________

The Stagflationary Debt Crisis Is Here - Nouriel Roubini/Project Syndicate
_____

Britain’s financial meltdown carries a global warning - Sebastian
Mallaby/WaPost
_____

91% of CEOs see tougher recession: KPMG - Fox
"51% of CEOs are considering workforce reductions over next six months."
__________

The Black Progress Index: Examining the social factors that influence Black
well-being - Brookings
"The vast gulfs in Black life expectancy across the U.S.:
"In Manassas Park, Va. and Weld County, Colo., the mean life expectancy for
Black residents is 96—a national high. Yet in Jefferson County, Ohio, the
average Black person lives 33 fewer years. That gap is roughly equivalent to 100
years of progress in living standards, medical science, and public health.
"Using 13 variables chosen through a rigorous process of machine-learning and
expert judgment, the Black Progress Index can explain over half of the variation
in Black life expectancy across counties."
_____

Black people live longest in places where they can prosper - Courtland
Milloy/WaPost
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__________
The Falling Black Incarceration Rate: Manhattan Institute
"The disparity between whites and blacks has shrunk."
__________

How the 'Black Metropolis' made a comeback - NPR
__________

Vice chair of Treasury Dept’s new racial equity committee wants to defund
police, 'center race' in all policy - Fox
All animals are equal but some animals are more equal than others.
__________

The Hill fires Jewish American journalist for calling Israel ‘apartheid’ entity PRESS/TV
A spade is a spade is a spade is a rose is a rose is a rose...
__________

New HUD “Fair Market Rent” Policy Can Help Local Agencies
Reduce Homelessness and Expand Housing Choice - CBPP
"Earlier this month, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
announced an important policy change to better adjust subsidy caps — known as Fair
Market Rents, or FMRs — in the Housing Choice Voucher program to keep pace with
rapidly rising market rents...
"Vouchers help more than 2 million low-income households — most of them seniors,
people with disabilities, and families with children — rent homes in the private market.
Households with vouchers generally pay 30 percent of their income for rent, and the
voucher covers the gap between the household’s payment and the lower of (1) the market
rent; or (2) a “payment standard” set by the housing agency. Agencies generally must set
their payment standards between 90 and 110 percent of the FMR, which HUD calculates
each year (for metropolitan areas, zip codes, and counties within each state) based on
typical rent and utility costs for moderately priced housing in the local market.
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"When they accurately reflect market conditions, FMRs help ensure that voucher subsidies
are adequate to rent good-quality housing in a range of neighborhoods, but not higher than
needed (which would reduce the number of families agencies can assist with the limited
funds available to them). If FMRs and payment standards are too low, however, some
voucher holders may not be able to use their vouchers."

The current formula often leaves a gap at the bottom that excludes the lowestincome, most in need families from getting rental assistance. A more direct way
to close the gap could be simply lowering the amount of income required to go
toward housing for the lowest income renters.
Example: As posted recently below, most of the subsidized housing offered by
Fairfax County (comprising most of the Washington, DC Virginia suburbs) has
MINIMUM income limits and isn't available for people making < $30,000. See
Post below.
__________

Florida faced a housing crisis. Ian has made it worse. WaPost
"In a state of luxury high-rise condominium developments and multimilliondollar homes with stunning views of the surrounding waterfront, the hardest hit
will be residents on fixed incomes and working poor families who make up the
backbone of Florida’s economy, affordable housing advocates said."
_____

Housing Needs by State: Florida - National Low Income Housing Coalition
"559,824 or 21% renter households that are extremely low income"
__________

Tech billionaires lost $315 billion in 2022 and it genuinely doesn’t matter VOX
"Losing billions hasn’t erased the wild gains they made since the start of the
pandemic."
__________

It’s Official: America Is an Oligarchy - Nation
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__________

U.K. government reverses tax cut plans for highest earners Axios
_____

Spain agrees on temporary wealth tax, hikes for big earners - ABC
"Spain’s Socialist-led coalition government says residents whose wealth exceeds
3 million euros ($2.9 million) will be subject to a new asset tax in 2023 and 2024."
__________

Corporations Are Spending a Ton to Stop Low-Wage Workers From
Unionizing - truthout
__________
83% of workers have seen or experienced quiet firing—7 signs to look for CNBC
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Percent of births to unmarried women by education

Source: Richard Reeves
"Engaged fatherhood is important for children, supportive of mothers, and
essential for the flourishing of many men. We need to accelerate to a new model
of fatherhood that is compatible with gender equality."
_____

A Nation of Boys at Risk - Richard Reeves/American
Compass
_____

"The Child Is Father of the Man" - William Wordsworth
__________

Young adults in California experience alarming rates of anxiety and
depression, poll finds - LA Times
__________

Sunday, October 2, 2022
_____

'...I was in prison, and you visited me.’
__________
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Thousands were released from prison during covid. The results are shocking.
- WaPost

Released during COVID, some people are sent back to prison with little or no
warning - NPR
"Less than 0.2% of the people released committed new crimes while they were
out."

__________
Social Security and the Poverty Line - Andrew Biggs/AEI
"Social Security reform cannot pass on a partisan basis. But a bipartisan
approach just might. A stronger minimum retirement benefit, perhaps funded
out of income taxes rather than payroll taxes, could provide a true guarantee
against poverty in old age. Universal workplace retirement plans could boost
personal savings. And the gradual scaling down of Social Security benefits for
middle and high earners could help restore the program to long-term solvency.
It’s not rocket science, and countries very similar to ours are already doing it."
Conservative scholar suggests more progressive Social Security benefits and
universal workplace retirement plans as elements of bipartisan reform.
_____

Click here for our work on Social Security and retirement
savings/investment reform.
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Trickle down economics - Michael Robert's Blog
"The empirical evidence is just not there for the ‘trickle -down theory or the
Laffer curve."

__________

Twitter reverses account lock on Will Lehman, rank-and-file candidate for UAW
president, without explanation - WSWS
Land of the free. Home of the politically correct?
__________

Italy’s election shows us that politics isn’t black and white - NY Post
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__________

The “Inflation Tax” Is Regressive - Tax Foundation
Excellent article.
_____

How Inflation Has Affected Households at Different Income Levels Since 2019
- CBO
"Price increases were greater for the typical basket of goods and services
purchased by households with lower income than they were for higher-income
households’ consumption bundles, and the income of households in the highest
income quintile grew more in percentage terms than did that of other
households."
__________

__________
Geico workers accuse company of aggressive tactics to deter union push Guardian
"15 minutes could save you 15% or more..."
__________
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Source: Congressional Budget Office. Note: you may need reading glasses to see the share
of the Bottom 50%.

Trends in the Distribution of Family Wealth, 1989 to 2019 CBO
"Concentration of Wealth. The growth of real wealth over the past three decades
was not uniform: Family wealth increased more in the top half of the distribution
than in the bottom half. Families in the top 10 percent and in the top 1 percent of
the distribution, in particular, saw their share of total wealth rise over the
period. In 2019, families in the top 10 percent of the distribution held 72 percent
of total wealth, and families in the top 1 percent of the distribution held more
than one-third; families in the bottom half of the distribution held only 2 percent
of total wealth."
_____

Average Wealth of Families in the Bottom 25 Percent of the Wealth Distribution
Thousands of 2019 Dollars
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From 2007 to 2010, the average real wealth of families in the bottom 25 percent
of the wealth distribution fell from −$500 to −$10,300; it remained roughly
unchanged through 2019.
_____

Average Wealth of Families in the 26th to 50th Percentiles of the Wealth
Distribution

Thousands of 2019 Dollars

The average wealth of families in the 26th to 50th percentiles declined by 37
percent from 2007 to 2010. Although it rose thereafter, in 2019 it was still 13
percent less than it was in 2007.
__________

Enjoyed WISER’s Annual Women's Retirement Symposium and met some great
people (with a terrific view of the U.S. Capitol). Shared some of our work on
related issues with Senate committee staff still working on Secure Act II:

Center on Capital & Social Equity work on Social Security and retirement
savings (updated September 2022)
__________
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Why so many U.S. cooks and home health workers take a pay cut to go to the
doctor or use health benefits (if they are offered them) while their managers and
policymakers don't.
data source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
_____

Also see:

All Workers Should Have A Few Paid Sick Days. The President And Congress
Can Make It Happen - HealthAffairs
...different Congress and president, but SOS
__________

Russia’s ‘partial mobilization’ of civilians is going about as well as you’d
expect - Task & Purpose
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“We know our government lies to us. We are just meat for them.”
__________

Policymakers Should Expand Child Tax Credit in Year-End
Legislation to Fight Child Poverty - CBPP
__________

From Left Behind to Out in Front: How the Economic Map Has Changed
Since 2020 - Economic Innovation Group
"Home to many of the country’s largest employment centers, Biden counties
contained nearly twice as many jobs as Trump counties at the start of 2020.
However, by the end of the pandemic’s first year, they lost nearly four times as
many jobs as Trump counties. In terms of growth rates, Biden counties have
recovered at a faster rate over the year to Q1 2022, albeit confronting a far
greater hole out of which to dig. The aggregate employment picture looks better
in Trump counties not because growth is faster, but because they have less to
recover."
__________

Number of global ultra high net worth individuals hits
record high - Guardian
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"The huge increase in wealth of the richest 0.004% of the world’s adult
population comes as billions of low- and middle-income people – many of whom
saw their savings wiped out during the pandemic – struggle to cope with soaring
food and energy prices.
"“The strong rise in financial assets resulted in an increase in inequality in
2021,” the report by Credit Suisse, which helps manage the fortunes of many of
the world’s richest people, said. “The rise in inequality is probably due to the
surge in the value of financial assets during the Covid-19 pandemic.”"
__________

Costs of Suspending Student Loan Payments and Canceling Debt - CBO
Joe Biden's student loan forgiveness plan will cost $400 billion, budget office says NPR
Or possibly more:
New Student Debt Changes Will Cost Half a Trillion Dollars - CRFB
Republicans are readying lawsuits to block Biden’s student debt plan - WaPost
Probably won't happen before the November mid-term elections. Free money is
popular with voters.
BTW, by driving up inflation, Federal Reserve Bank monetary policy will likely
result in more college debt relief than whatever Biden, the courts, and/or
Congress end up doing. Higher inflation reduces the real value of what's owed.
__________

U.S. rail agreement was presented as a done deal. Now that they’ve seen it,
workers disagree - Fort Worth Star-Telegram
__________
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How the West Poisoned Its Money - Yanis
Varoufakis/Project Syndicate
"When a factory wants to remove toxic waste, it charges a negative price for it:
its managers pay someone to get rid of it. But when central banks begin to treat
money like car manufacturers treat spent sulfuric acid, one knows that
something is rotten in the kingdom of financialized capitalism...
"Socialism for bankers and austerity for most of the rest thwarted capitalism’s
dynamism, plunging it into a state of gilded stagnation. Poisoned money flowed
in torrents, but not into serious investments, good jobs, or anything capable of
reanimating capitalism’s lost animal spirits. And now that the specter of inflation
hovers above us, no monetary policy can purify money, restore equilibrium, or
channel investments where humanity needs them."
__________

The Antitrust Shooting War Has Started - BIG
"In a series of stinging losses, the DOJ and FTC are running up against Trump
judges and pro-monopoly government bureaucrats. What happens now?"
__________

Sunday, Sept. 25, 2022
__________

Plutus (Wealth) – Aristophanes
What happens to the church when god no longer is blind to whether good or bad
people become wealthy? (Athenian capitalist version of When Bad Things
Happen to Good People.)
Excerpt:
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Chremylus: What’s up, mate?
Priest: What’s up? What’s up? Nothing but trouble, mate! Shocking stuff!
Starvation! Acute starvation! Ever since that god, Wealth, got his eyesight back,
I’ve been left to starve, famished! I, the priest of Zeus, have nothing to eat!
Chremylus: By the gods! How did that happen?
Priest: It happened because nobody worries about sacrifices anymore.
Chremylus: Is that right? Why ever not?
Priest: Why? Because everyone is wealthy now, that’s why! Before, when they
were all poor, there was always the sacrifice made by a thankful merchant who
returned home safely, or some man who was acquitted in the courts… and then
all those folk whose sacrifices brought good omens would invite me to their
home. Whereas now! No one, not a one, single man sacrifices anything nor visits
the shrine anymore… the only visitors we get are those who want to use out
toilet! Millions of them!
Chremylus: No sharing the shit, then, ey?
Priest: And that’s why I’m saying good bye to Zeus and hello to Wealth. I want
to live here, with you!
__________

New BLS data show why most higher-income workers have working capital in
tax-favored retirement accounts while most low-income workers have little to
none. Combining access, participation, and take-up rates above results in 67%
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of the top quartile with retirement savings compared with 7% of the bottom
quartile.
Congress should include all workers in the US retirement savings/investment
system. Some of our work on this issue:
How the American Retirement Savings System Magnifies Wealth Inequality Society of Actuaries
Op-ed: Half of Americans have no retirement savings — here’s how Congress
can look out for them
__________

How to Fight Housing Price Inflation - Manhattan Institute
"Policy Menus for Stopping Government-Induced Housing Woes from
Spreading Beyond the Coasts"
__________

Noam Chomsky: The War in Ukraine Has Entered a New Phase - truthout
__________
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A Home Security System: Reforms to Public Policy and
Employer Practice for the Benefit(s) of Homemakers - Ivana
Greco/American Compass
"This paper focuses on two related areas where public policy places homemakers
at a significant disadvantage: access to social insurance systems and employer
benefits. Both are built around an assumption of labor force participation. This
passes a test of formal neutrality, but it fails to advance a goal of promoting and
supporting homemaking as a different but equally worthy vocation. Robust
family policy should “lean in” to ensure that families with one homemaker and
one breadwinner can make the same use of social insurance and employer
benefits as families where both parents work."
_____

Caregiver Credits in France, Germany, and Sweden: Lessons for the United
States - SSA
__________

Four in 5 pregnancy-related deaths in the U.S. are
preventable - CDC
"Data highlight opportunities to better protect moms"
__________

Two Nations Joined at the Hip by English — and Inequity - Sam
Pizzigati/Inequality.org
"The UK and the USA have each spent the last half-century enriching the few
and failing the many."
__________

A Century Ago: From Brest-Litovsk to Rapallo - Branko Milanovic/Global
Inequality
__________
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Russia is mobilizing 300,000 reservists for the war in Ukraine. Here’s why it’ll
be a disaster - Task & Purpose
"Russian reservists may end up as little more cannon fodder in Ukraine."
__________

Lawmakers blast Army soldier food stamp suggestion amid Biden’s student
loan handout: 'Outrageous' - Fox
"The U.S. Army has released guidance for soldiers as they fight inflation,
including a suggestion that they take advantage of SNAP, commonly known as
food stamps.
"SNAP, a benefit for low-income Americans, is a program for which "service
members and their families may be eligible," the guidance said, pointing soldiers
and their families to the SNAP website and phone number. SNAP is one of
several options discussed as part of the Army's Financial Readiness Program."
Republicans criticize Democrats for prioritizing college-educated over working
class voters, but can't bring themselves to say the "W" word. Wages. Raise
wages and soldiers and other low-paid workers won't need food stamps.
__________

Trump, family members sued by New York AG Letitia
James, accused of massive fraud - USA Today
Has anyone asked whether Trump buildings paid higher property taxes as a
result of bloated valuations? Or were different valuation methods used for
determining taxes than when applying for loans?
__________

Why US Inflation Is Headed Down - Dambisa Moyo/Project Syndicate
Interesting perspective. Did she mention what might be obvious: the unique
power and position of the US central bank?
__________
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Vulnerable countries demand global tax to pay for climate-led loss and
damage - Guardian
"Poor nations exhort UN to consider ‘climate-related and justice-based’ tax on
big fossil fuel users and air travel"
A progressive world-wide tax on carbon? The wealthier nations are probably
thinking of something flatter (and, for the moment, cheaper fuel).
Also see:

Why millions of our grandchildren will being moving back from the ocean and
heading north - Karl Polzer/Center on Capital & Social Equity
__________

Biden’s Income-Driven Repayment plan would turn student
loans into untargeted grants - Brookings
"This represents a radical change in student lending. In recent years, the
Congressional Budget Office has expected the average student loan borrower to
repay more than $1 for each $1 they borrowed (because the government charges
interest on the loans). Historically, this made loans a less attractive way to pay
for college. But under the new plan, loans will be the preferred option for most
students, and by a wide margin. Get 50% off the cost of college! But only if you
pay with a federal loan, because you don’t have to pay it all back...
"...a large share of student debt is owed by well-educated, white, financially successful
students from upper-class families, which means that broad debt relief policies are
regressive and preserve gaps between more and less advantaged groups instead of closing
them. Compared to other federal spending programs intended to reduce poverty or benefit
children, broad debt relief programs are more costly and benefit more advantaged
Americans.
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"Almost all undergraduate and graduate students will be eligible for reduced payments
and eventual forgiveness under the proposal, which makes it effectively untargeted...
..."given the existing design of federal lending programs, there is no coherent way to
subsidize college with loans expected to be broadly forgiven as the IDR proposal
contemplates. In a coherent system, Congress would change the law to:
•
•

•

Provide more grant aid up front to low- and middle-income households to defray
the cost of tuition so that students don’t need to borrow for those costs.
Restore limits on the amounts that graduate students and parents can borrow to
levels borrowers will be able to pay, limiting the taxpayer cost of those programs,
reducing the incentive for schools to raise tuition costs above those limits, and
ensuring that borrowers themselves don’t end up in financial distress.
Impose strict accountability measures on schools to prevent the use of federal grants
and loans at low-quality, high-cost, poor-outcome programs where students
predictably struggle to find employment or where their outcomes don’t justify the
costs of the program."
_____

The end of academia's Gilded Age - Sen. Tom Cotton/Fox
"...almost one-third of college students now drop out before graduation. Nearly
two in five college graduates regret their major, over 40 percent of recent
graduates are underemployed, and more than half work in fields they didn’t
study. Yet, in the past 20 years, tuition prices have risen over 180 percent and
total student loan debt is now nearing $2 trillion.
"Meanwhile, institutions of higher education are reaping unprecedented profits.
College endowments have now ballooned to over $800 billion in value—with
Harvard and Yale sitting on over $70 billion of untaxed wealth. Colleges use
their massive fortunes not to serve their students but instead to pay for bloated
bureaucracies. Between 1976 and 2018, total student enrollment increased by
just 78 percent, while the number of college administrators ballooned 616
percent."
__________
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__________

More U.S. Employers Are Trapping Workers in a New Form of Indentured
Servitude - truthout
__________

What we really mean when we say ‘woke,’ ‘elites’ and other politically
fraught terms - Perry Bacon Jr./WaPost
"Where the Republicans have gained ground and Democrats have lost it over the
past decade in particular is among White Americans without four-year college
degrees, a group that the news media often shorthands as the White working
class. But “working-class” and “non-college-educated” are not interchangeable
phrases."
Interesting point but the difference between parties is not great especially since
Rs do little for workers on policy and Ds historically have fought for them. Ds
need to do more for workers (beyond catering to selected ethnic and gender groups)
or risk losing more ground with them. Rs claim they are winning over Hispanics
and blacks. Wonder if votes would change if GOP was willing to do more to raise
low wages.
__________
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The Crisis Facing Nursing Homes, Assisted Living and Home Care for
America’s Elderly - Politico
"Hundreds of thousands of workers are leaving the caregiving industry. Unless
immigration policies and industry standards change, an aging U.S. is going to
face drastic consequences..."
"Finding more workers to do these jobs is only half the solution: Higher pay and
opportunities for career advancement are critical for retention. In fact, the root
of what plagues the long-term care industry is not a worker shortage but a wage
shortage, says Charlene Harrington, professor emerita of sociology and nursing
at UC San Francisco. Most direct care aides are paid on par with fast food
restaurants, at $13-$15/hour, and live below the federal poverty line. Many lack
health insurance. The workloads are too heavy — a CNA should be responsible
for seven residents, but many are responsible for 12 or even as many as 25, says
Harrington. Burnout creates turnover, as employees depart for fast-food and
housekeeping jobs with similar wages but fewer stressors, she says."
__________

Border Wall Construction Resumes Under President Joe
Biden - Intercept
"The Biden administration laid out its plans to rev up work on completing
Donald Trump’s signature project."
Since Trump and Biden border policies appear to be converging, perhaps
Congress can get into the act and develop bipartisan immigration legislation that
supplies the US with needed workers without permitting a flood of unskilled
labor that drives down wages. (After the mid-term elections of course)
__________
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Nurses Strike: Largest Nursing Strike in History... Why? Implications? - Eric
Bricker, MD
Another implication (consumer perspective): where there are monopolies, there
is more margin for organized labor to bargain with employers to share than in
more competitive markets.
___________

__________

How Miami became the center of America’s rental housing crisis - WaPost
"Across America, nearly 60 percent of tenants faced rent hikes in the past year,
with about a third facing price increases of 10 percent or more, according to a
Freddie Mac survey released in August.
"Yet only 38 percent saw wages increase, and of those, 32 percent said the raise
isn’t enough to cover their rent increase. In Miami, the median household income
is $44,581. Yet rents in South Florida rose 24.61 percent between July 2021 and
July 2022, to an average of $2,841, which works out to $34,092 over a year.
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RentCafe found that 97.6 percent of apartments in Miami-Dade County are
occupied, and every vacant one has 31 prospective renters competing for it."

_____
Unpacking Miami-Dade mayor’s $85M housing affordability kit - The RealDeal
Cheap Apartments in Miami, FL - (261 Rentals)
__________

Sunday, Sept. 18, 2022
__________

Modeling the Future of Religion in America - PEW
"If recent trends in religious switching continue, Christians could make up less
than half of the U.S. population within a few decades."
__________

On Martha’s Vineyard, even the doctors can’t afford housing anymore WaPost
"Essential workers can’t afford to stay on the island, putting basic services in
jeopardy"
__________

Note to US media and political establishment on gated content:
Stories we post from the Washington Post, NY Times, and Wall Street Journal
are gated and therefore only the headlines are available to most low-wage
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workers and others on limited budgets. Stories from the NY Post and NPR are
not gated and can be widely read by people of all incomes.
Much of the content of today's media is slanted toward various political
perspectives. It might help your particular cause to make more stories available
to the general public concerning issues of inequality, low-income workers, and
related policies.
__________

Migrants’ arrival sets off a white liberal meltdown in Martha’s Vineyard - NY
Post
"The world outside left Twitter, however, knows that the illegal immigrants have
had the good fortune to land in one of the richest communities in America after
having violated our country’s laws by illegally crossing its borders. Now that
Vineyard liberals must endure the sight of them on their doorsteps, they and
their confederates can only fly into narcissistic rage. Their shallow, priggish
commitment to diversity, equity, inclusion and open borders is exposed as a
shameless fraud. It is, after all, the same reaction — possibly from some of the
very same people — whose caviar liberalism morphed into vituperative
opposition when Adams’ failed predecessor, Bill de Blasio, moved scores of
charming homeless men into empty hotels on the Upper West Side."
_____

This could be an opportune moment for Congress to come to compromise on
immigration reform. But there's little to no talk on the Hill of this. Below is one
of the first articles posted on this site. Still relevant?:

"Playing Immigration Piñata" - Karl Polzer
__________

Worker shortages are fueling America’s biggest labor crises
- WaPost
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"Exhausted workers in education, healthcare and the railroad industry are
pushing back after months of staffing shortfalls."
Solution: Why not pay more?
More inflation? No one's complaining about the impact on inflation of pay hikes
that high-income workers get.
_____

Meanwhile, in the Washington, DC suburbs, high-income policymakers expect
workers making $14 an hour to have two jobs to be able to afford
housing. Posted this on 9/15 on a Neighborhood web site serving Falls Church
and Fairfax County, VA:

Posted Sept, 15, 2022 to anyone
Falls church rental assistance on city web site

Message to low-income people: work here but don't live here
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"Seeking affordable rent for person making $14 an hour full-time in Falls
Church/Fairfax County. Talked to Falls Church city staff and confirmed: No
public housing and a lot of what’s on city web site isn’t available. The rent
subsidy program no longer functions (but they still have it on web site). There's a
(closed) waiting list for the sec. 8 program they mention that Fairfax County
runs. If it were available, the lowest rent would be $1,355 for a one-bedroom,
according to city employee. That’s $16,260 a year. $14 an hour = $28,420 a year.
Affordable? There are a lot of people working in this area making less than that.
Message to NOVA low-income: work here, but don’t expect to live here...BTW,
most of the housing run by Fairfax County has MINIMUM income limits and
isn't available for people making < $30,000. Same public message. Please correct
me if I'm in error."
_________

How Clemente Got the Players’ Union Behind Curt Flood – Payday Report
A Well-Paid Slave - Brad Snyder
__________

Spanberger has centered a stock-trading ban. Pelosi says a vote is coming. WaPost
__________

Five things to know about the railroad deal - The Hill
Sanders blocks proposal to force rail unions to accept labor deal
__________

Americans increasingly resorting to 'buy now, pay later' loans for necessities
like food and fuel - Fox
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__________

Four Big Questions About the New Covid-19 Boosters, Answered Smithsonian
Explains why the FDA is "rolling mice" on boosters.
__________

__________

Social Security Administration Needs Boost in Continuing Resolution to
Avoid Customer Service Crisis - CBPP
Another national disgrace. Why hasn't the Administration opened all the Social
Security offices?
__________
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'Make my day': Texas Gov. Abbott challenges NYC Mayor Adams over
migrant busing dispute - USA Today
NY can win at this game. It has a many more homeless and undocumented than
TX and AZ...Come to think, healthy competition among states could be the
beginning of a national solution to homelessness. All governors could load
people on buses and trains and send them to other states. While in transit, they
would be out of the cold and bad weather and could watch television. Federal
funding could help. President Biden could make sure vehicles run on electricity,
provide food coupons, and create incentives for passengers to be dropped off at
random with priority given to minorities and women.

Ron DeSantis sends two planes of illegal immigrants to Martha's Vineyard Fox
__________

Increase in Income Inequality Driven by Real Declines in
Income at the Bottom - US Census Bureau
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__________
US railroad workers prepare for strike as rail companies see record profits Guardian
"As Biden’s recommendations fall flat, negotiations between management and
unions are at an impasse – and workers are prepared to walk."
Potential Rail Worker Strike Caused by Erratic Scheduling - Payday Report
Paid sick days among the key issues.

__________
In an Unequal Economy, the Poor Face Inflation Now and Job Loss Later NYT
"Americans with low incomes are pulling back from buying even as their richer
counterparts keep spending — with potentially big consequences."
__________

The everywhere inflation Axios Macro
_____
Inflation continues to threaten living standards of millions of workers – Unite
- Independent
_____

Most US Workers Say Their Pay Isn't Keeping Up With
Inflation - CBS
_____
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Surging cost of living in US drives class tensions to the breaking point - WSWS
_____

‘A dire situation’: Surging rents and housing shortage spark homelessness in
Lawrence - Boston Globe

__________
In Pandemic’s Second Year, Government Policies Helped Drive Child Poverty
Rate to a Record Low, Cut Uninsured Rate, New Census Data Show - CBPP
"The new data show that due chiefly to the Child Tax Credit, child poverty fell
sharply in 2021 and reached a record low of 5.2 percent, as measured by the
Supplemental Poverty Measure (SPM), which accounts for taxes and non-cash
benefits, among other methodological differences from the official poverty
measure, in Census data that start in 2009. Indeed, we find that it is also the
lowest back to 1967, analyzing historical data from researchers at Columbia
University and adjusting 2021’s poverty threshold backward for inflation."
__________

Democrats spend tens of millions amplifying far-right candidates in nine states WaPost
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"The practice by some campaigns and outside groups this year has divided
Democrats, with some in the party complaining that such tactics are risky and
could result in the election of candidates who pose serious threats to democracy."
Why? Does the Democratic party do so little for workers and families struggling
to pay their bills that it ends up investing millions in broadcasting that
Republicans do less? Why not fight for them as hard as the elites guiding your
agenda?
Here's an agenda we developed for a Dem Senate candidate during the last
election. Add extension of the expanded child tax credit and enforcement of the
recently passed surprise billing legislation:
2020 Agenda: Increase economic inclusion, reduce inequality at reasonable public cost

• Raise minimum wage with annual COLA (option: give states some leeway to
adjust ↓ to reflect cost of living/labor).
• Five PAID sick days annually for ALL workers.
• 100% of Americans with health coverage by 2025 - with strong
cost controls (any number of payers will work).
• Universal retirement savings system with minimum $500 annual
government contribution (thus, all Americans own working capital, have stake in
market economy).
• No surprise medical bill >$500. (Law that was passed since needs to be
enforced.)
• Cut cost of college/expand apprenticeship programs.
• Improve Social Security benefits for bottom 50%. Achieve long-term solvency
through higher taxes mostly on top 20%.
___________

White House and Senate Democrats eye child tax credit Hail
Mary - Axios
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Would be nice...but don't hold your breath. Including more low-income families
in receiving the child tax credit isn't a priority for either political party. Most of
the foregone tax revenue continues to go to the higher-income.
_____

ICYMI: Yellen to Brown: Inflation "Has Utterly Nothing to do with the Child
Tax Credit"
__________

72 members of Congress have violated a law designed to
prevent insider trading and stop conflicts-of-interest Business Insider
Textbook example of how wealth concentrates in the US.* Members of Congress
trade on privileged information, while expanding retirement tax breaks for
wealthy (EARN ACT)** and failing to include low-wage workers in the
401(k)/IRA system.***
* See: "How the U.S. Retirement Savings System Magnifies Wealth Inequality"
** See: "Bipartisanship can be golden - but grossly unfair. Congress should slam
the brakes on 401(k)/IRA legislation, rethink retirement financing policy" ...
Senate EARN ACT
*** See: "Half of Americans have no retirement savings — here’s how Congress
can look out for them"
_____

Spanberger’s TRUST in Congress Act to Move Forward - Dogwood
If Mrs. Pelosi and other House and Senate leaders can't get behind the TRUST
ACT, they should get out of the way and let younger, less jaded members take
the reins.
Gottheimer Statement on Cosponsoring Spanberger's Bipartisan "TRUST in
Congress Act" to Ban Member Stock Trading
__________
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African People Bear the Weight of US’s Deadly “War on Terror” on the
Continent - truthout
"...But even as the U.S. public is encouraged to find comfort and salvation in the
heavens, the children of the world live in fear of what the U.S. might unleash
from up above. “I no longer love blue skies,” 13-year-old Zubair of North
Waziristan told Congress in 2012. “In fact, I now prefer grey skies. The drones
do not fly when the skies are grey.” "
_____

__________

Remembering Barbara Ehrenreich, Acid Wit and Workers' Champion TIME
__________
“We are going to strike.” The Minnesota Nurses Association says a three-day
strike will begin Monday morning. - KSTP
Scabs in hospitals?
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__________

Sunday, Sept. 11, 2022
__________

Silence is beautiful, unsettling, and one of the finest religious movies ever
made - VOX
__________

‘Princess Auto Mechanic’ — Here’s how Queen Elizabeth served in World War II Task & Purpose

__________
News Blog: Aug. 9 - Sept. 10, 2022 - Click here
__________
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